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HIERARCHIES OF APERiODIC LANGUAGES (*)
by JANUSZ A. BRZOZOWSKI C1)

Communiqué par J. F.

PERROT

Abstract. — In recent years, considérable attention has been given to the famüy of aperiqdic
languages, also known as star-free languages and noncounting regular languages. Several
interesting subfamilies of aperiodic languages have been studied and characterized by the
properties of the corresponding syntactic semigroups. The study of such families has been
systematized by examining the position of each family in certain natural hiérarchies. This
paper gives a brief survey of results in this area.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Before considering the family of aperiodic languages (also known as starfree languages), we recall some basic notions about the more gênerai family
of regular languages (also known as rational languages). Précise mathematical
définitions of the concepts mentioned in this section will be postponed.
Kleene [12] related regular languages to finite automata by showing that for
each regular language there is a finite automaton recognizing it, and that
each language recognized by a finite automaton is regular. This correspondence
between regular languages and finite automata has been extended in two
directions: The first of these is practical, relating finite automata to certain
types of sequential circuits; the second extension is mathematical, relating
regular languages to finite semigroups. Thus the interest in finite automata
and regular languages is shared by the théories of sequential circuits, formai
languages, Computing machine models and finite semigroups.
(*) Reçu octobre 1975.
0) Computer Science Department University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
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The family of aperiodic languages is a proper subfamily of the famüy of
regular languages, and is of interest from several points of view. First, it
corresponds to feedback-free sequential circuits constructed with gates and
set-reset flip-flops. Second, the corresponding automata are precisely the
"permutation-free" automata. Third, the aperiodic languages constitue the
subfamily of regular languages defined without the use of the star operator
(hence "star-free"). Fourth, the corresponding semigroups are precisely the
"group-free" semigroups. The basic relationship between star-free languages
and group-free semigroups was shown by Schützenberger [19, 20], Several
other interesting characterizations are investigated in the monograph by
McNaughton and Papert [14]; however, the above-mentioned four points
of view provide ample motivation for the study of aperiodic languages.
Within the family of aperiodic languages, a number of interesting subfamilies
have been studied. Among the earliest considered are the definite
languages [2, 12, 17], introduced by Kleene. These are characterized by the
property that the membership of a word in a definite language dépends only
on the length-k suffix of that word, for some integer k ^ (X This family is
significant from the sequential circuit point of view, since definite languages
correspond to feedback-free circuits constructed with gates and unit delays.
Also there exist elegant (though somewhat more technical) characterizations
of definite automata [17], and of the corresponding semigroups (discussed
ater).
Left-right duality led naturally to reverse definite languages [2], where
membership is determined by préfixes rather than by suffixes. The idea of
testing both the prefix and suffix of a word, thus obtaining the "generalized
definite" languages, is due to Ginzburg [11]. All these languages are special
cases of the locally-testable languages first studied by McNaughton and
Papert [14]. These are of independent interest and have appeared previously
in formai language theory [7, 15]. (Thus, for example, each context-free
language is a homomorphic image of a Dyck language and a certain locally
testable language.)
A systematic study of subfamilies of aperiodic languages was begun by
Cohen and Brzozowski [8] and continued by Brzozowski and Simon [6].
The first step consisted of the introduction of "dot-depth" as a measure of
complexity of aperiodic languages, The following motivation led to these
concepts. Feedback-free networks of gates, i. e. combinational circuits,
constitute the simplest and degenerate forms of sequential circuits. Combinational networks are, of course, characterized by Boolean functions. This
suggested that (a) all Boolean opérations should be considered together when
studying the formation of aperiodic languages from the letters of the alphabet,
and (b) since concaténation (or "dot" operator) is linked to the sequential
rather than the combinational nature of a language, the number of concaRevue Française d"'Automatique» Informatique et Recherche Opérationnelle
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tenation levels required to express a given aperiodic language should provide
a useful measure of complexity. (Such reasoning is not précise, and is given
hère only as an intuitive guide. However, subséquent studies provided considérable* évidence that this is indeed a useful approach.) As it turns out, locally
testable languages require only one level of concaténation, i. e. are of
"dot-depth" one. A finer measure of complexity is obtained when one also
takes into account the number n of factors used, considering concaténation
as an n-ary opération [6]. With this refinement the families of defmite, reverse
defmite, generalized definite and locally testable languages appear naturally
in a hierarchy of families whose union is the family of languages of dot-depth
one. Moreover, the families of semigroups corresponding to these families of
languages appear in a rather natural hierarchy of semigroups, as we shall
see later.
Simon [23, 24] showed the correspondence between certain languages of
depth-one and «/-trivial monoids, thus providing a link to classical semigroup
theory. This is pursued further in [4, 21].
There remains a large number of open problems, and this paper has been
written the hope that it will stimulate further work in this area, The proofs
of several key results stated here are quite involved and lengthy. We do not
repeat them here, since it is our aim to provide a brief overview of the subject,
the main results, and the open problems.
Références to spécifie results are given in the text. For further genera!
background on aperiodic languages see the papers [1, 5, 16, 19, 20] and the
books by Eiienberg [9] and McNaughton and Papert [14].
2. NOTATION

If A is a finite, non-empty alphabet, A+ (respectively A*) is the free semigroup
(respectively free monoid) generated by A. The empty word is denoted by 1,
and 3> is the empty set. Any subset L of A* is a language. The length of a
word w e A* is denoted by | w j. The cardinality of a set X is denoted card X.
A
The symbol = means "is by définition".
Given languages L, L' a A*, the following are also languages:
Lu L'
Lc^Ü
L = A* — L

(union),
(intersection),
(complement),

A

L.L' = [w\ w — uu\ ueL, u'eL')

(concaténation or product),

A

L+ = (J L"
août 1976.
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and
A

L* = (J Ln = L+ u 1

(Ihe submonoid of >4* generated by L).

Let ^ (or simply % when ,4 is understood) be the family of all Languages
over A. Evidently, °UA is a Boolean algebra under union, intersection and
complement, and a monoid under concaténation.
Let jSfA = {{ a }; a e ^ } and let TT A « {{ w } ; w e A* }. Let &A be the
family of all finite languages, and cêA = {L c ^*; L e ^ } the family of
cofinite languages.
For a given family 3? of îanguages, consider the following properties:
(a) (L, VeX)
=> (Lu L' e 3C)\
(b) (Le&) => (Le2£)\
(c) (i) { l } e ^ s
(ii) L, L'eiï
=> LL' e%;

(d) (L e ar) => (z,^ e ar).
It is well known [9, 12] that the family of regular or rational languages
can be defined as the smallest family containing ££A and satisfying (a)9 (c)
and (d), and that this family also satisfies (b).
Aperiodic languages can be defined as the smallest family containing J?A,
and satisfying (a), (b) and (c).
As we have said before, in the study of aperiodic languages it is useful to
separate the closure under Boolean opérations from the closure under concaténation. For any family f c f , dénote by % B the Boolean algebra generated
by #*, i. e. the smallest family containing 9C and satisfying (à) and (b). Similarly,
SC M dénotes the monoid generated by $£9 i. e. the smallest family containing SC
and satisfying (c).
3. APERIODIC LANGUAGES OVER A ONE-LETTER ALPHABET

For A = { a } , the family jtfa of aperiodic languages is particularly simple.
(We use séa for ^ { a } , etc.) We have iffl M = HTa = {{ a« } ; n ^ 0 }. Define
Since $a must be closed under union, it contains ail finite languages, ^a ZD ^a,
Closure under complémentation implies Ma => #fl. One vérifies that each
cofinite language L can be written in the form

Revue Française d'Automatique, Informatique et Recherche Opérationnelle
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for some n ^ 0 and some F e !F'a. It is now clear that i^ a u ^a is closed under
both complémentation and union, i. e. that it is a Boolean algebra. Thus we
conclude that

Moreover, note that concaténation of languages over a one-letter alphabet
is commutative. Using this and the form (1) for cofinite languages, one vérifies
that $a is closed under concaténation also, i. e.:

This implies that ail aperiodic languages are in 3$a , i. e. :

Thus a language over a one-letter alphabet is aperiodic if and only if, it is
either finite or cofinite.
If we start by closing £Pa under Boolean opérations first, we find

Next note that

Jta = 0laM=> {{a}, a*}M = (&a\j a*)M ^i^eV

a*)M

and
££aBMB

= Jta B=>&rav%>a = $a = sé'a

because each finite and cofinite language can be expressed as an element
of (Wa u fl*) MB. Since, obviously,

we have
da = ®Q = Ma B.
These observations are summarized in Figure 1. For each inclusion, we
provide an example of a language which proves the inclusion is proper.
août 1976.
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B,M

Figure l .
Aperiodic languages over a one-letter alphabet.

4. INITIAL PHENOMENA [8]

We now assume that the alphabet A is fixed, and card A > 1. We use if
for JëfA, etc. As in the one-letter case, we have iP = ï£ M and

Ho wever, &0 M ^ &0 since (for A — { a, b }) the language {a, b}* a = <5>.a
is in $1, but is neither finite nor cofinite. Thus we proceed to define
MX^^QM

and

@x=JtxB.

We will return to these families later. For now observe that
since each cofinite language can be written L = F \J. An A*, for some n ^ 0
and F e !W. Hence L can be written as a union of products where each factor
is either A* or it is in iP*
If we close ££ under Boolean opérations first, we find
i o = {L; L - c A } u { L ; L c A } .
Thus â 0 is a finite Boolean algebra with if u ^4 as the set of atoms. Note
that â 0 o jg? u ,4*. Next
u?i = ^ o M => (if KJA*)M =

Thus ^

(W\JA*)M.

B 3 (iT u >4*) M.Ö = « i . Conversely,
* ! =&MBMB=> J5f5MB = J 1 B ,

and
* ! = U?i B.
Revue Française d'Automatique, Informatique et Recherche Opérationnelle
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These properties are summarized in Figure 2. It is seen that, except for the
few initial différences, it is not important whether if is closed under B or M first,
since the.two séquences coincide from êS1 on.

Figure 2.
Initial families for card A £ 2.

5. THE DOT-DEPTH HIERARCHY [8]

The séquence ( ^ ) of Boolean algebras, defmed below, is called the dot-depth
hierarchy. Let

= âi0{MB)n = &(MB)n+l

for n ^ 0.

For each aperiodic language L9 there exists n ^ 0 such that L e f „ ; hence
J* =

U «IP

The "position" of a language in the dot-depth hierarchy can be used as a
measure of its complexity. Define the dot-depth (or simply depth) of a language
Lby
0
if
n

if L e ^ - ^ - j

for n > 0.

The depth d (L) corresponds to the minimum number of concaténation levels
that must be used to generate L from languages in &0. Also, &0 can be used
instead of ^ 0 since i#0 Mi? = ^ 0 M5; however, ^ 0 appears to be a more
natural starting point (see Fig. 3).
août 1976.
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kB

\

W'DEPTH-ZERO
MB {a,b} o

Figure 3.
The dot-depth hierarchy.

It has been shown recently by Brzozowski and Knast (*) that the dot-depth
hierarchy is infinité for card A>L
For A = { a, è, c }, the language

Lt = {a, è, c}*ba*=~ö>.b.Q>.{b, c}.Ö
is of depth 2, i. e. Lx e ^ 2 ~ " ^ i [?]• An example over a two letter alphabet
isL2 = { afr, èa }*.
An upper bound for J (L) has been found as follows [8]. Let n be the number
of states in the redueed deterministic finite automaton UL recognizing L.
Let ia (L) be the number of distinct states in input column a,asA,of the state
table of UL. Further, let
/ (L) = max { ia (L) ; a e A and i„ (L)^ n}.
This bound is met by Lt above. On the other hand, let Ln = an a*9 n ^ 0
be over A = { a } . One vérifies that i(Ln) = n - 1 , although Ln is cofinite,
and d(Ln) = 0.
6. THE DEPTH-ONE FINITE-COFEMTE HIERARCHY [6]

In the dot-depth hierarchy, $x = @0 MB, i. e. a language in $x is a Boolean
function of products ol.any number of factors from ^ 0 . Thus only one level of
concaténation is required, but this ^uncatenation is unlimited in the number of
(*) J. A. BRZOZOWSKI and R. KNAST, The Dot-Dept h Hierarchy of Star-Free Languages

is Infinité, Research Report CS-76-23, Computer Science Dept., University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ont., Canada; April, 1976.
Revue Française d'Automatique^ Informatique et Recherche Opérationnelle
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factors. A finer measure of complexity is obtained by limiting the number of
factors as follows. Let
pB = « S B

for

n ^ 1.

Then

p„ c pw+1

mx = U P.-

and

ngl

A number of subfamilies of aperiodic languages that have been studied
appear naturally in the séquence ^ 0 = p x c p 2 c=. .. c ^ which we refer
to as the (depth-one) finite-cofinite hierarchy. We will also need:

p2,
p2.
An alternate description of the p families is the following:

P

(

i

( )

(

^

5

for

n^l,

where ^ * TT - { ^ * L; L e TT }, etc. These claims are easily verified. One
can also show [6] that
2n + 2

B

for

n^l.

Therefore, p 2n + 2 = p 2n + 1 ; however, p 2n + 3 # p2l(+ 1 f o r all « ^ 1 [23],
A language is definite [2, 12, 17] if, and only if, is in P 2 L , reverse
definite [2, 11] if, and only if, it is in p 2 K , generalized definite [11, 22] if,
and only if, it is in p 2 , and locally testable [14] if, and only if, it is in P 3 . The
original définitions of these families of languages were somewhat different;
however, the équivalence of the définitions is easily proved [6], and the present
formulation appears more natural. We reconsider these families later.
The statements about the finite-cofinite hierarchy are summarized in
Figure 4.
août 1976.
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REVERSE

aA nA bc

* *

DEFINITE

V

J 2 J G E N E R A L I Z E D DEFINITE

DEPTH-ONE

Figure 4.
The depth-one finite-cofinite hierarchy.
7. THE y! HIERARCHY [23,24]

The languages introduced here play a key role in the family of depth-one
languages. We introducé a family cc11 of languages (the reason for this notation
is explained in Section 9) such that, if L e oclal, the membership of a word x
in L can be determined solely by the set of letters appearing in x. Define
xa = { a e A ; x = «ai? and w, ue^l* }
to be the "alphabet" of x e A*.
For x, y e A*, let x =ay if, and only if, x a = ƒ a. The relation = a is a
congruence of finite index on A*, there being one congruence class ([x] a ) for
each subset of ^4. We have

[x]„ = ( C)A*aA*)n(Ç)
a e xa.

A* a A*).

a £ xa

Now define a 1 ( 1 = { [ x ] a ; x e ^ * } B, and let ^t* ££ A* = {
One vérifies that a l f l = (A* J? A*) B. For technical reasons, we use the
family 9 = A* u y4* i f ^4* as a generating set for ot1(1. Note t h a t ^ m c ^ m + 1
for ra ^ 1, and we will use the convention ^ ° = { ^ }. Let am>1 = ^ m 5
and Yi = ^ M £ . We find Yi = ^ MB = | J ^ m 5 = U a « , 1 a n d t h e séquence
a

o,i

c

a

i,ic

a

2 , i c • • •c Yi will be called the YI hierarchy.
Revue Française d'Automatique, Informatique et Recherche Opérationnelle
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"shuffie"

( a 1 a 2 . . . a j =A*at A*a2A* . . . amA*
and
Let if <m = { { u? }; w; e ^4* and I u> | ^ m }. One vérifies that
)B, for m ^ O , and

Yl

=

( ^

Over a two-letter alphabet A = { a, è }, the y t languages can be viewed
as a generalization of finite-cofinite languages [3]. Let

and W@ = S£'e M be the generalization of JSf a n d ^ , respectively. Let ^
be the closure of the family if ^ under finite unions and let ^ @ = { L\ Le J
Then it can be shown that

sr
@

e

}.

Furthermore, the initial phenomena of Figure 2 have their counterpart here,
for

8. THE LOCALLY-TESTABLE HIERARCHY [6, 23]

It can be shown that the membership of a word x in a locally-testable
language L is determined solely by the first k— 1 letters of x, the last k — 1 letters
of x and the set of words of length k that appear in x. Formally, fk (x)
[respectively tk (x)] is x> if | x | g k, and it is the prefix (respectively suffix)
of x of length k otherwise. Let
mk(x)

= {weA*\x

= uwv and \w\ =

k}.

For x, y e A* and k > 0, define the congruence
(*)

x

~ky

if

an(

l

on

ty if»

A - i W = A - i W , ' k - i W = 'fc-i(y)

and

m k (x) = mk(j;J.

If [x]jt is the congruence class containing x, let ocx k = { [x] fc ; x e ,4* } 5,
be the family of k-testable languages. The reason for this notation will soon
be explained. Note however that it is consistent with that of Section 7,
becauseLis a 1-testable if, and only if, Lealtl.
One vérifies thata l j f c c OL1tfc+1
and that p 3 = (J <xlk.
août 1976.
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If, in the définition (*) of ~fc> we remove the condition mk (x) = rnk(y),
we obtain the family of k-generalized-definite languages which we dénote
by ao,fc- One vérifies that P 2 = (J ao,fc- If on *y ^ - i is tested we obtain
the family of definite languages, and reverse definite languages are obtained
by testing A _ i . See Figure 4 for the location of these languages in the depthone finite-cofinite hierarchy.
9. SIMONS DEPTH-ONE HIERARCHY [23]

The membership of a word x in a language L of depth 1 can be determined
by testing fk_x (x), tk^1 (x) and the set \imk of m-tuples of words of length k
that «occur" in x. Thus depth-one languages are generalizations of both
the &-testable and ot m l languages; the locally testable and yt hiérarchies
turn out to be "orthogonal".
More formally, let W = (w1 , . . . , wm) be an m-tuple of words of length k.
We say that W occurs in x if, and only if, there exist words M1? . . . , um,
vx , . . . , vm such that | ut | < | u2 | < .. - < | um | and x = UiWi vi9 for
ï = 1, . . . , m. Let

= I w m | = k and W occurs in X } .
By convention \iOk = <E> for all k ^ 1. Note that \xmk (x) = O if, and only if,
| x | < m + k-1. For x, y e A*, m ^ O, k ^ 1 define x m~k y if, and only ifs
(a)

x= y

if|x|

or
(b)

A - i W =fk-^ (y), t*-i(x) = f*-i(y)

and
^m.fcW = Hm.fcOO»

otherwise.

The relation m ^ f c is a congruence of finite index on A*. Let

One vérifies that this is consistent with the previous définitions.
The hierarchy defined by m~k is illustrated in Figure 5, where yt = (J amJk
and (one vérifies that) P2m + i — U am.,fc for m ^ 1 (the case of p 2 is somewhat
degenerate). All the hiérarchies shown are known to be infinité.
Revue Française d'Automatique, Informatique et Recherche Opérationnelle
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HIERARCHY

LOCALLY TESTABLE HIERARCHY

DEPTH-ONE
FINITE
1-COFINITE
HIERARCHY
DEPTH-ONE
DEPTH-ONE Y HIERARCHY

®Figure 5.
Simon's depth-one hierarchy.
10. SYNTACTÏC SEMIGROUPS AND MONOIDS

The congruence m ~ k of the previous section can be viewed as a characterization of the family Mx of depth-one languages since L e ^ if, and only if,
there exist m ^ 0 and k ^ 1 such that- L is a union of congruence classes
of m~fe. However, the problem is to décide effectively, given a regular
language L, whether such m and k exist. In certain cases described below
a décision procedure is available through a characterization of the syntactic
semigroup or monoid of L.
For L <= A* the syntactic congruence, = L , is defined by x = L _y, if, and only if,
for ail u, v G A*, (WXÜ , e i ) o (wjw e L). The quotient monoid y4*/ = L is called
the syntactic monoid ML of L, and A+j^L is the syntactic semigroup, SL.
At first the différence between SL and ML appears to be rather trivial;
however, it is essential in some cases to distinguish between ML and SL.
It is well-known that L is regular if, and only if, ML is finite. It has been
shown by Schützenberger [19, 20] that L is aperiodic if, and only if, ML is
finite and group-free (contains no groups othér than the trivial one-element
groups).
A number of families of languages in Simon's hierarchy have been characterized by the properties of their syntactic monoids. In this connection,
the Yi hierarchy plays a key rôle. The following is known [23] :
(1) L e a 0 ( 1 = { cp, A* } if, and only if, ML = 1 ;
août 1976.
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(2) Le altl if, and only if, ML is finite and idempotent and commutative;
(3) L e y1 if, and only if, ML is finite and «/-trivial, i. e. for ail m, rri e ML,
(ML m ML = ML m' ML) implies (m == rri).
These properties appear to carry over to the depth-one finite-cofinite
hierarchy as follows:
"Lea f f l i l if, and only if, ML has property P " seems to correspond to
"L e P2m + i if> and only if, for each idempotent e e SL the submonoid e SLe
has property P".
The foliowing évidence supports this statement:
(1*) L e p2 if, and only if, SL is finite and e SL e = e [6, 18, 25].
(2*) L e p 3 if, and only if, SL is finite and e SL e is idempotent and commutative [6, 13,25,26,27].
(3*) I f l e « l 5 then SL is finite and e SL e is ./-trivial [23],
As can be seen, the results are quite fragmentary, and the proofs
of these results are quite complex. This approach appears to be very fruitful
not only for classifying languages, but also monoids.
Simon's P hierarchy begins with generalized definite languages. Finitecofinite, definite and reverse definite languages represent special cases,
and can also be characterized by the corresponding semigroups [10, 27].
This is summarized in Figure 6.
FINITE-COFINITE

REVERSE DEFINITE

GENERALIZED DEFINITE

Figure 6.
Characterization of generalized definite languages.

One can generalize these ideas as follows [4]. For any monoid M and m s M
define Pm = {rri \ me M rri M) and Mm = P£. Then we can consider
Revue Française d'Automatique, Informatique et Recherche Opérationnelle
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the family of finite monoids M in which for each idempotent e, e Me u Me e = e.
This family is precisely the family of ./-trivial monoids. The generalization
of Figure 6 is shown in Figure 7. In gênerai, characterizations of the languages
corresponding to the monoids of Figure 7 are not known, except for
the ./-trivial case. However, for a two-letter alphabet these languages are generalizations of défini te, reverse definite and generalized definite languages,
where J^@ u <5fe is used instead of SF u <6.

APERIODIC

I-MONOIDS

Figure 7.
Aperiodic /-monoids.

The correspondences between the families of languages and monoids
or semigroups discussed above are examples of a more gênerai resuit
of Eilenberg [10]. A family of finite monoids is an M-variety if, and only if,
it is closed under:
1) the opération of taking submonoids;
2) homomorphisms;
and
3) finite direct products.
Let $£A be the family of all regular languages over alphabet A (subsets of A*),
and let & = { 3CA\ A is a finite alphabet }. The class SE is called a *-variety
if, and only if:
1) LeXA implies
A*-Le&A;
2) L, L' e 9£A implies LnL' e&A;
3) Le $A and a e A implies
{w;weA* aweL}e^A

and

{u

4) If/ : B * _> A* is a homomorphism of monoids (where A and B are finite
alphabets), and if L e %A then Lf~l e f r
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Thus a *-variety is closed under Boolean opérations, "removal of a letter"
and inverse homomorphisms.
The basic resuit is that to each *-variety of languages corresponds
an M-variety of monoids and vice versa.
In a similar way, if we consider subsets of A+ instead of A*9 we obtain
+
a -variety, and, if we consider finite semigroups instead of monoids, we obtain
an S-variety. Again +-varieties and S-varieties correspond.
11. AUTOMATA

We have already mentioned the following correspondences :
Regular Languages «-> Finite Automata
Aperiodic Languages <-> Permutation-Free Automata
Definite Languages <-> Definite Automata
A characterization of depth-one languages in terms of automata has been found
by Simon [23]. We state the resuit briefly.
A chain-reset is a finite automaton in which the set Q of states can be
linearly ordered, say, ^ o , ^ , . . . , ^ , in such a way that, for each
qt e Q — { qm }, the next state under any letter of the alphabet is either qt
or qt + 1 , and for all letters the next state of qm is qm. Then L e amtk9 for m9 k ^ 1,
iff the reduced automaton UL recognizing L can be covered by a cascade
product of two automata U1 and U2, where Ux is (fc--l)-definite and il 2 is
a parallel connection of chain resets with at most m +1 states. For more details
see [23].
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